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CASE STUDY

Fleet Alliance Ltd
“Based on their quality of service we are delighted
to bring RAM Tracking on board"
Fleet Alliance is a multi-award winning
fleet management provider offering
contract hire, leasing and a complete
range of fleet solutions products to
corporate clients throughout the UK.

Telephone
0330 100 3622

Email
info@ramtracking.com
Get in touch today
to book a free demo
or discuss how your
business could benefit
from RAM Tracking

Fleet Alliance initially came into contact
with RAM through a mutual client who
recommended RAM to Fleet Alliance
based on the exceptional levels of service
they provided.
After working closely together for over a
year, RAM Tracking are now Fleet
Alliance’s recommended vehicle tracking
provider.
Due to their focus on maintaining
extremely high levels of customer service,
Fleet Alliance are particularly selective
about the key service providers they work
with. However, after a recommendation
from a mutual client, and positive initial
discussions, RAM Tracking was installed
on a free trial basis - which was
dependent upon the level of service
provided and reliability of their systems

Previously, the company spent countless
hours sifting through reports but with RAM
Tracking’s bespoke automated alerts, and
easy to use visual ‘timelines’, they can now
manage their fleet with ease, combined
with an un-rivalled, award-winning service
and dedicated account manager available
to answer all their customer needs.
Client Relationship Manager, Laura
McKechnie, said: “Due to a mutual client’s
recommendation we contacted RAM
Tracking to discuss the possibility of the
company providing Fleet Alliance with
vehicle tracking services as part of the
ancillary fleet solutions we provide to our
customers.
“Since their introduction we’ve
experienced a steady up-take of vehicletracking services from clients due in large
part to the very positive feedback we’ve
received. Based on their quality of service
we are delighted to bring RAM Tracking on
board as our official tracking partner.”

After a successful trial, Fleet Alliance was
confident to introduce one of their larger
clients to the company. Since partnering
with RAM Tracking the London-based
media owner has found the system very
easy to use, due to the ability of RAM’s
systems to cater for their large vehicle
fleet.
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